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We present the results of a search inpp̄ collisions atAs51.8 TeV for anomalous production of events
containing a photon with large transverse energy and a lepton (e or m) with large transverse energy, using
86 pb21 of data collected with the Collider Detector at Fermilab during the 1994–1995 collider run at the
Fermilab Tevatron. The presence of large missing transverse energy (E” T), additional photons, or additional
leptons in these events is also analyzed. The results are consistent with standard model expectations, with the
possible exception of photon-lepton events with largeE” T , for which the observed total is 16 events and the
expected mean total is 7.660.7 events.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.012004 PACS number~s!: 13.85.Rm, 12.60.Jv, 13.85.Qk, 14.80.Ly
I. INTRODUCTION
An important test of the standard model of particle phys-
ics @1# ~and the extent of its validity! is to measure and un-
derstand the properties of the highest-energy particle colli-
sions. The chief predictions of the standard model for these
collisions are the numbers and varieties of fundamental par-
ticles, i.e., the fermions and gauge bosons of the standard
model, that are produced. The observation of an anomalous
production rate of any combination of such particles is there-
fore a clear indication of a new physical process. This paper
describes an analysis of the production of a set of combina-
tions involving at least one photon and at least one lepton (e
or m), using 86 pb21 of data from proton-antiproton colli-
sions collected with the Collider Detector at Fermilab~CDF!
@2# during the 1994–1995 run of the Fermilab Tevatron.
Production of these particular combinations of particles is
of interest for several reasons. Events with photons and lep-
tons are potentially related to the puzzling ‘‘eeggE” T’’ event
recorded by CDF@3#. A supersymmetric model@4# designed
to explain theeeggE” T event predicts the production of pho-
tons from the radiative decay of thex̃2
0 neutralino, and lep-
tons through the decay of charginos, indicatinglgE” T events
as a signal for the production of a chargino-neutralino pair.
Other hypothetical, massive particles could subsequently de-
cay to one or more standard model electroweak gauge
bosons, one of which could be a photon and the other of
which could be a leptonically decayingW or Z0 boson. In
addition, photon-lepton studies complement similarly moti-
vated inclusive searches for new physics in diphoton@5#,
photon-jet@6#, and photon-b-quark events@7#.
The scope and strategy of this analysis are meant to reflect
the motivating principles. Categories of photon-lepton events
are defineda priori in a way that characterizes the different
possibilities for new physics. For each category, the inclusive
event total is compared with standard model expectations,
and a few simple kinematic distributions are presented for
further examination. The decay products of massive particles
are typically isolated from other particles, and possess large
transverse momentum and low rapidity. This search is there-
fore limited to those events with at least one isolated, central
(uhu,1.0) photon withET.25 GeV, and at least one iso-
lated, central electron or muon withET.25 GeV. Studying
this class of events has the added advantage of highly effi-
cient detection and data acquisition. These photon-lepton
candidates are further partitioned by angular separation.
Events where exactly one photon and one lepton are detected
nearly opposite in azimuth (Dw lg.150°) are characteristic
of a two-particle final state~two-body photon-lepton events!,
and the remaining photon-lepton events are characteristic of
three or more particles in the final state~multi-body photon-
lepton events!. The inclusive event totals and kinematic
properties of each of these two categories are studied. The
multi-body photon-lepton events are then further studied for
the presence of additional particles: photons, leptons, or the
missing transverse energy associated with weakly interacting
neutral particles.
Section II describes the CDF detector. Section III speci-
fies the methods for identifying photons and leptons, and the
selection of photon-lepton candidates. Section IV estimates
the standard model sources of photon-lepton candidates in
the various search categories. Section V compares the stan-
dard model expectations with the CDF data. Section VI pre-
sents the conclusions of the analysis.
II. THE CDF DETECTOR
The CDF detector is a cylindrically symmetric, forward-
backward symmetric particle detector designed to studyp̄p
collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron. A schematic drawing of
the major detector components is shown in Fig. 1. A super-
conducting solenoid of length 4.8 m and radius 1.5 m gen-
erates a magnetic field of 1.4 T and contains tracking cham-
bers used to detect charged particles and measure their
momenta. Sampling calorimeters, used to measure the elec-
tromagnetic and hadronic energy deposited by electrons,
photons, and jets of hadrons, surround the solenoid. Outside
the calorimeters are drift chambers used for muon detection.
In this section the subsystems relevant to this analysis are
briefly described; a more detailed description can be found
elsewhere@2#.
A set of vertex time projection chambers~VTX ! @8# pro-
vides measurements in ther-z plane up to a radius of 22 cm
and detects particle tracks in the regionuhu,3.25. VTX
tracks are used to find thez position of thep̄p interaction
(zevent) and to constrain the origin of track helices. The 3.5-
m-long central tracking chamber~CTC! is a wire drift cham-
ber which provides up to 84 measurements between the radii
of 31.0 cm and 132.5 cm, efficient for track detection in the
*Present address: Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208.
†Present address: University of California, Santa Barbara, CA
93106.
‡Present address: Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA
15213.
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regionuhu,1.0. The CTC measures the momenta of charged
particles with momentum resolution sp /p
,A(0.0011p)21(0.0066)2, wherep is measured in GeV/c.
The calorimeter, segmented into towers projecting to the
nominal interaction point, is divided into three separateh
regions: a central barrel which surrounds the solenoid coil
(uhu,1.1), ‘‘end-plugs’’ (1.1,uhu,2.4), and forward/
backward modules (2.4,uhu,4.2). The central barrel has an
electromagnetic calorimeter~CEM! which absorbs and mea-
sures the total energy of electrons and photons and also a
portion of the energies of penetrating hadrons and muons.
The CEM is a sampling calorimeter consisting of a polysty-
rene scintillator sandwiched between lead absorber sheets,
and is segmented into 480 towers spanning 15° inw and 0.1
in h. The CEM is also instrumented with proportional cham-
bers ~CES! embedded near shower maximum at approxi-
mately 6 radiation lengths. Wires and cathode strips in the
CES measure electromagnetic shower profiles in thew andz
views, respectively. Beyond the outer radius of the CEM is a
hadronic calorimeter~CHA! which absorbs and measures the
energy of hadrons and also a portion of the energy of pen-
etrating muons. The CHA is a sampling calorimeter consist-
ing of an acrylic scintillator sandwiched between iron ab-
sorber sheets, and is segmented similarly to the CEM. An
endwall hadronic calorimeter~WHA! covers the gap be-
tween the central barrel calorimeter and the end-plug calo-
rimeters, with construction similar to the CHA. The end-plug
calorimeters, one on each side of the central barrel, have an
electromagnetic calorimeter~PEM! consisting of propor-
tional chambers sandwiched between lead absorber sheets,
and a hadronic calorimeter~PHA! consisting of proportional
chambers sandwiched between iron absorber sheets. The
PEM and PHA are both segmented into towers spanning 5°
in w and 0.09 inh. The forward-backward modules also
have electromagnetic~FEM! and hadronic~FHA! calorim-
eters, and are constructed similarly to the PEM and PHA.
Muons are detected with three systems of muon chambers
situated outside the calorimeters in the regionuhu,1.1. The
central muon detector~CMU! system consists of four layers
of drift chambers directly outside the central hadronic calo-
rimeter, covering 84% of the solid angle foruhu,0.6. Out-
side of the CMU system is 0.6 m of steel shielding, followed
by the central muon upgrade~CMP! system. The CMP sys-
tem consists of four layers of drift chambers covering 63% of
the solid angle foruhu,0.6. About 53% of the solid angle for
uhu,0.6 is covered by both the CMU and the CMP. The
central muon extension~CMX! system consists of eight lay-
ers of drift tubes sandwiched between scintillation counters.
The CMX detector covers 71% of the solid angle for 0.6
,uhu,1.0. Figure 2 shows the coverage inh-w space for
the three muon detection systems. In each muon system the
drift chambers reconstruct the position of charged particles
FIG. 1. A schematic drawing
of one quadrant of the CDF detec-
tor.
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using the time-to-distance relationship in the transverse
(r -w) plane, and charge division in the longitudinal (r -z)
plane. Three-dimensional muon track segments~‘‘muon
stubs’’! consist of position measurements in at least three
layers of chambers, in both ther -w and r -z planes.
A three-level multipurpose trigger is used to selectpp̄
collisions for analysis. The trigger decision at each level is
the logical sum of a number of triggers designed to select
events with electrons, muons, photons, or jets. The function
of each trigger level is briefly described here; the particular
trigger combinations employed in this analysis are specified
in Sec. III.
The first trigger stage, ‘‘Level 1,’’ uses fast outputs from
the three central muon detectors for muon triggers, and fast
outputs from all the calorimeters for electron and jet triggers.
The second trigger stage, ‘‘Level 2,’’ combines tracking data
and clusters of energy in the calorimeters to form muon,
electron, photon, and jet candidates. A list of calorimeter
clusters is provided by a nearest-neighbor hardware cluster
finder. For each cluster, theET , averagew, and averageh
are determined. Jet candidates are selected from this list of
clusters, and clusters that predominantly consist of electro-
magnetic calorimeter energy are identified as electron or
photon candidates. A list ofr -w tracks is provided by the
central fast tracker~CFT! @10#, a hardware track processor,
which uses fast timing information from the CTC as input. A
list of muon stubs is obtained from the central muon detec-
tors, and they are matched to CFT tracks to form muon can-
didates. CFT tracks can also be matched to electromagnetic
energy clusters to form electron candidates. A decision by the
Level 2 hardware to accept the event initiates full readout of
the CDF detector data. The last trigger stage, ‘‘Level 3,’’
performs full event reconstruction using software executed
by commercial processors. Electron, muon, photon, and jet
candidates are selected using algorithms similar to those em-
ployed in the final offline analysis, and a final trigger deci-
sion selects events to be recorded for later analysis.
III. SELECTION OF PHOTON-LEPTON CANDIDATES
Photon-lepton candidates are obtained from three differ-
ent samples of events selected by the Level 3 trigger: inclu-
sive photon events and inclusive muon events, from which
photon-muon candidates are selected; and inclusive electron
events, from which photon-electron candidates are selected.
The methods for lepton identification@11# and photon iden-
tification @3,7# are very similar to those of previous analyses.
The offline identification requirements of photons and the
selection of photon-muon candidates from the inclusive pho-
ton sample are described in Sec. III A; the offline identifica-
tion requirements of muons and the selection of photon-
muon candidates from a muon trigger sample are described
in Sec. III B. The offline identification requirements of elec-
trons and the selection of photon-electron candidates are de-
scribed in Sec. III C. The identification requirements of miss-
ing transverse energy, additional photons, or additional
leptons in the photon-lepton sample are described in Sec.
III D. A description of the subsamples of photon-lepton can-
didates to be analyzed is given in Sec. III E.
All CDF data samples described in this paper satisfy the
following requirements:uzeventu is less than 60 cm, so that
the collision is well-contained by the CDF detector; and
there is no measurable energy in the calorimeters recorded
out of time~more than 20 ns early or more than 35 ns late, as
measured by TDC’s within the CHA! with the pp̄ collision
time, in order to suppress cosmic ray events and back-
grounds related to the Main Ring accelerator.
A. Photon identification
Photon selection criteria are listed in Table I and are de-
scribed below. For the energies considered here, the response
of the CEM to photons is nearly identical to that of electrons;
the reconstruction and identification of electrons and photons
are therefore very similar, the chief difference being the high
momentum track left by the former and the absence of any
tracks left by the latter. Photon or electron candidates in the
CEM are chosen from clusters of energy in adjacent CEM
FIG. 2. The coverage inh-w space of the CDF central muon
systems for the 1994–1995 run@9#.
TABLE I. The selection criteria used to identify photon candi-
dates.
Photon candidates
CEM fiducial photon
PhotonET . 25 GeV
Tracks withpT.1 GeV/c 5 0
Tracks withpT<1 GeV/c < 1
EHAD /EEM , 0.05510.00045 GeV
213Eg
xavg
2 5(xstrip
2 1xwire
2 )/2 , 20
E2nd
CES , 2.39 GeV10.013Eg
ET in a cone of 0.4,Econe
iso , 2 GeV
pT of tracks in a cone of 0.4 , 5 GeV/c
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towers. A cluster starts from seed towers exceeding 3 GeV in
energy, and spans three towers inh by one tower inw, with
no sharing of towers between different clusters. The total
photon or electron energy is the sum of the energies of the
towers in a cluster, where the energy scales of the CEM
towers are calibrated by electrons fromZ0 decays. The en-
ergy resolution of a CEM electron or photon is given by@12#
S dEE D
2
5S ~13.560.7!%GeV1/2AET D
2
1~1.560.3%!2. ~1!
The resolution forET.25 GeV is better than 3%.
For photons or electrons, the CES shower position is de-
termined by the energy-weighted centroid of the highest en-
ergy clusters of those strips and wires in the CES corre-
sponding to the seed tower of the CEM energy cluster. For
electrons, the shower position is determined by the clusters
of strips and wires in the CES closest to the position of the
electron track, when the track is extrapolated to the CES
radius. Similarly, the photon direction is determined by the
line connecting the primary event vertex to the CES shower
position, and the electron direction is determined by the elec-
tron track.
To ensure that events are well measured, the shower po-
sitions of electron or photon candidates are required to fall
within the fiducial volume of the CEM. To be in the fiducial
region, the shower position is required to lie within 21 cm of
the tower center in ther -w view so that the shower is fully
contained in the active region. The regionuhu,0.05, where
the two halves of the detector meet, is excluded. The region
0.77,h,1.0,75°,w,90° is uninstrumented because it is
the penetration for the cryogenic connections to the solenoi-
dal magnet. In addition, the region 1.0,uhu,1.1 is excluded
because of the smaller depth of the electromagnetic calorim-
eter in that region. The fiducial CEM coverage per photon or
electron is 81% of the solid angle in the region defined by
uhu,1.0.
Photon candidates are required to have tracking and CEM
shower characteristics consistent with that of a single, neu-
tral, electromagnetically interacting particle. No CTC tracks
with pT.1 GeV/c may point at the CEM towers in the
photon cluster; at most one track withpT,1 GeV/c is al-
lowed to point at these same towers. The ratio,EHAD /EEM ,
of the total energyEHAD of the CHA towers located behind
the CEM towers in the photon cluster to the total energyEEM
of those CEM towers, is required to be less than 0.055
10.00045 GeV213Eg, whereEg is the energy of the pho-
ton candidate. Ax2 statistic is used to compare the energy
deposited in the CES wires (xwire
2 ) and cathode strips
(xstrip
2 ) to that expected from test beam data. The average of
the two measurements,xavg
2 , is required to be less than 20.
The CES cluster of second highest energy in the CEM seed
tower, E2nd
CES, is required to be less than 2.3910.013Eg in
units of GeV. The last two requirements suppress CEM clus-
ters arising from hadrons, since hadron decay typically re-
sults in two or more closely spaced photons.
Calorimeter and tracking data in a cone ofh-w space,
defined by a radius ofR[ADh21Dw2,0.4 surrounding the
photon cluster, are used to discriminate photons produced in
isolation from those originating in jets of hadrons. The total
transverse energy deposited in the calorimeters in a cone of
R50.4 around the photon shower position is summed, and
the photonET is subtracted. If there are multiplepp̄ interac-
tions in the event, the mean transverse energy in a cone of
R50.4 per additional interaction (0.23 GeV/interaction) is
also subtracted. The mean transverse energy leakage of the
photon shower into CEM towers outside the photon cluster,
as a function of photon shower position, is also subtracted.
The remaining energy in the cone is the photon isolation
energy,Econe
iso , which is required to be less than 2 GeV. As an
additional indicator of photon isolation, the sum of the mo-
menta of CTC tracks incident upon a cone ofR50.4 around
the photon shower position must be less than 5 GeV/c.
An inclusive photon sample is selected with the CDF trig-
ger requirements described below and summarized in Table
II. At Level 1, events are required to have at least one CEM
trigger tower@13# with ET exceeding 8 GeV. At Level 2, a
low-threshold, isolated photon trigger selects events with
CEM clusters exceeding 23 GeV inET ~computed assuming
zevent50.0). In addition, a CES energy cluster is required to
accompany the CEM cluster, and the additional transverse
energy deposited in an array of calorimeter towers spanning
three towers inh by three towers inw surrounding the CEM
cluster, E3x3
iso , is required to be less than approximately 4
GeV. Alternatively at Level 2, a high-threshold photon trig-
ger selects events with CEM clusters exceeding 50 GeV in
ET . At Level 3, the full offline CEM clustering is performed
TABLE II. Level 3 trigger criteria for the inclusive photon, in-
clusive muon, and inclusive electron samples.
Inclusive photon trigger
CEM photon
ET . 23 GeV
Fiducial CES cluster
E3x3
iso ,4 GeV ORET.50 GeV
Inclusive muon trigger
CMNP, CMUP, or CMX muon
pT . 18 GeV/c
CHA energy , 6 GeV
Track-stub matching:
uDxstubu , 5 cm ~CMNP, CMUP!
uDxstubu , 10 cm ~CMX!
Inclusive electron trigger
CEM electron
ET . 18 GeV
pT . 13 GeV/c
EHAD /EEM , 0.125
xstrip
2 , 10
Lshr , 0.2
Track-CES matching:
uDxCESu , 3 cm
uDzCESu , 5 cm
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and events passing the low-threshold isolated photon trigger
are required to have fiducial CEM clusters withET
.23 GeV; events passing the high-threshold photon trigger
are required to have fiducial CEM clusters withET
.50 GeV. Events selected by these photon triggers are then
required to have at least one photon candidate, satisfying all
offline photon selection requirements, with 25 GeV,ET
,55 GeV for events passing the low-threshold trigger, or
with ET>55 GeV for events passing the high-threshold trig-
ger. This results in an inclusive photon sample of 314 420
events. The trigger efficiency for the low-threshold trigger
increases from 43% to 89% as photonET increases from 25
GeV to 31 GeV, and remains constant at 89% from 31 GeV
to 55 GeV. The trigger efficiency for the high-threshold trig-
ger is greater than 99%. The detection efficiency of the of-
fline photon selection criteria is 86.00.7% @14#.
Photon-muon candidate events are selected from the in-
clusive photon sample by requiring at least one muon in
addition to the photon in the event. The muon can have any
of the central muon stub types described in Sec. III B, the
muon track must havepT.25 GeV/c, and all of the offline
muon selection requirements must be satisfied, as described
in Sec. III B and summarized in Table III. This results in a
photon-muon sample of 28 events.
B. Muon identification
Muons are identified by extrapolating CTC tracks through
the calorimeters, and the extrapolation must match to a stub
in either the CMU, CMP, or CMX. There are five different
types of track-stub matches: tracks which intersect only the
CMU and match a CMU stub~CMNP muons!, tracks which
intersect both the CMU and CMP and match stubs in both
~CMUP muons!, tracks which intersect both the CMU and
CMP and match a stub in the CMU only~CMU muons!,
tracks which intersect the CMP and match a stub in the CMP
only ~CMP muons!, and tracks which intersect the CMX and
match a stub in the CMX~CMX muons!. For offline identi-
fication, CMP and CMX muons are required to have a
matching distance (Dxstub) less than 5 cm, and all other
muon types are required to have a matching distance less
than 2 cm. CTC tracks that are matched to muon stubs are
required to be well-measured and to be consistent with origi-
nating from the primary event vertex. The muon track is
required to have a minimum of six layers of CTC wire mea-
surements, at least three of which must be axial wire mea-
surements and at least two of which must be stereo wire
measurements. The distance of closest approach of the CTC
track to the primary event vertex must be less than 3 mm in
the r -w view (d0), and less than 5 cm in thez direction
(Dzevent). Muon tracks which match withzevent are refit
with the additional constraint of originating from the primary
event vertex~‘‘beam-constrained’’!, which improves muon
momentum resolution by a factor of approximately two. The
curvature resolution for beam-constrained muons satisfying
all offline selection requirements is given by
d~1/pT!5~0.09160.004!310
22~GeV/c!21, ~2!
corresponding to apT resolution of 2–8% for muons withpT
ranging from 25 to 100 GeV/c @12#.
High energy muons are typically isolated, minimum-
ionizing particles which have limited calorimeter activity. A
muon traversing the CEM deposits an average energy of 0.3
GeV; muon candidates are therefore required to deposit less
than 2 GeV total in the CEM tower~s! the muon track inter-
sects. Similarly, muons traversing the CHA deposit an aver-
age energy of 2 GeV, and so muon candidates are required to
deposit less than 6 GeV total in the intersecting CHA tow-
er~s!. An additional requirement that the sum of all energies
in the intersecting CEM and CHA towers exceeds 0.1 GeV is
imposed in order to suppress hadrons or cosmic rays which
may have passed through cracks in the central calorimeters.
Finally, in order to further suppress hadrons and muons aris-
ing from the decay of hadrons, the total transverse energy
deposited in the calorimeters, in a cone ofR50.4 around the
muon track direction, must be less than 0.1 times the muon
track transverse momentum in GeV/c. The detection effi-
ciency of the offline muon selection criteria is 93.06 .3%
@15#.
Photon-muon candidates are obtained from CDF muon
triggers as follows. At Level 1, a muon stub is required in
ither the CMU or CMX. ThepT of the muon is determined
from the angle made by the line segment in the muon cham-
bers~the muon stub! reconstructed by the L1 hardware with
TABLE III. The selection criteria used to identify electron and
muon candidates.
Electron candidates
CEM fiducial electron
ElectronET . 25 GeV
pT3c . 5/93ET
Track-CES matching:
uDxCESu , 1.5 cm
uDzCESu , 3 cm
Track-vertex matching:
uDzeventu , 5 cm
EHAD /EEM , 0.05
xstrip
2 , 10
uLshru , 0.2
Photon conversion removal
IsolationET , 0.13ET
Muon candidates
CMNP, CMUP, CMX, CMP, or CMU muon
Track pT . 25 GeV/c
Track-stub matching:
uDxstubu , 5 cm ~CMP, CMX!
uDxstubu , 2 cm ~all other!
Track-vertex matching:
ud0u , 0.3 cm
uDzeventu , 5 cm
CEM energy , 2 GeV
CHA energy , 6 GeV
CEM1CHA energy . 0.1 GeV
IsolationET , 0.1c3pT
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respect to a radial line; for a CMU stub thepT must exceed
6 GeV/c, and for a CMX stub thepT must exceed
10 GeV/c. In addition, a minimum energy of 300 MeV is
required in the CHA tower associated with the muon stub. At
Level 2, a CFT track withpT.12 GeV/c is required to
point within 5° of a CMUP, CMNP, or CMX muon stub
triggered at Level 1. Level 2 inclusive muon triggers are
prescaled due to bandwidth limitations; more restrictive~but
not prescaled! triggers at Level 2 must be employed to in-
crease the selection efficiency for photon-muon candidates.
To this end, a Level 2 trigger with no prescaling selects
events which pass the Level 2 muon trigger requirements and
which also have a calorimeter energy cluster with Level 2
clusterET.15 GeV. At Level 3, as summarized in Table II,
a fully reconstructed CMUP, CMNP, or CMX muon is re-
quired, with maximum track-stub matching distances of 5
cm, 5 cm, and 10 cm, respectively. The muon trackpT must
exceed 18 GeV/c, and the energy deposited in a CHA tower
by the muon must be less than 6 GeV. A total of 313 963
events pass the Level 3 muon triggers.
Photon-muon candidates are then selected offline from
this sample by requiring at least one CMUP, CMNP, or CMX
muon candidate satisfying all offline muon selection require-
ments, as described in Table III, and at least one photon
candidate satisfying all offline photon selection require-
ments, as described in Table I. This results in a photon-muon
sample of 20 events. When combined with the 28 photon-
muon events from the photon triggers in Sec. III A, a sample
of 29 unique photon-muon events is obtained. Of those 29
events, 9 events satisfied only the photon trigger require-
ments, 1 event satisfied only the muon trigger requirements,
and 19 events satisfied both the photon and muon trigger
requirements.
The efficiency of the complete selection path for CMUP
photon-muon or CMNP photon-muon candidates is 84
63%; the efficiency for CMX photon-muon candidates is
6865% @14#. When photon-muon candidates from the muon
triggers are combined with those from the photon triggers in
Sec. III A, the combined trigger efficiency varies with pho-
ton ET and muon stub type, with an average efficiency ex-
ceeding 90%.
C. Electron identification
Electrons are identified in the CEM by matching high
momentum CTC tracks to high energy CEM clusters, as
summarized in Table III. The track of highestpT which in-
tersects one of the towers in a CEM cluster is defined to be
the electron track. An electron candidate is required to have a
track with pT ~in GeV/c) .5/9 of the CEM clusterET ~in
GeV!. The track position, as extrapolated to the CES radius,
is required to fall within 1.5 cm of the CES shower position
of the cluster in ther -w view (DxCES), and within 3 cm of
the CES shower position in thez direction (DzCES). The
distance of closest approach of the CTC track to the primary
event vertex must be less than 5 cm in thez direction
(Dzevent).
The CEM shower characteristics of electron candidates
must be consistent with that of a single charged particle. The
ratio, EHAD /EEM , of the total energy of the CHA towers
located behind the CEM towers in the electron cluster to that
of the electron itself is required to be less than 0.05. A sta-
tistic comparing the energy deposited in the CES cathode
strips to that expected from test beam data,xstrip
2 , is required
to be less than 10. A comparison of the lateral shower profile
in the CEM cluster with test beam data is parametrized by a
dimensionless quantity,Lshr , which is required to have a
magnitude less than 0.2@16#. Electrons from photon conver-
sions are removed using an algorithm based on tracking in-
formation @11#. Finally, as an additional isolation require-
ment, the total transverse energy deposited in the
calorimeters, in a cone ofR50.4 around the electron track,
must be less than 10% of the electronET . The detection
efficiency of the offline electron selection criteria is 81.0
60.2% @15#.
Photon-electron candidates are selected by a CDF elec-
tron trigger as follows. At Level 1, events are required to
have at least one CEM trigger tower@13# with ET exceeding
8 GeV. At Level 2, two CEM clusters withET.16 GeV are
required, and also the ratioEHAD /EEM of each cluster is
required to be less than 0.125. The Level 3 electron trigger,
summarized in Table II, requires a CEM cluster withET
.18 GeV matched to a CTC track withpT.13 GeV/c. In
addition, for this cluster, a set of electron identification cri-
teria less selective than offline identification criteria is im-
posed:EHAD /EEM is required to be less than 0.125, the CES
cathode stripx2 is required to be less than 10, the magnitude
of Lshr is required to be less than 0.2, and the electron track
must match the CES position by 3 cm inDxCES and by 5 cm
in DzCES. At this point one has events with one cluster~at
least! that passes the electron trigger selection and a second
loose cluster that is a possible photon candidate.
Photon-electron candidates are selected from 474 912
events passing the Level 3 electron trigger by requiring at
least one electron candidate satisfying all offline electron se-
lection requirements, as described in Table III, and at least
one photon candidate satisfying all offline photon selection
requirements, as described in Table I. This results in a
photon-electron sample of 48 events. The efficiency of the
CDF electron trigger requirements for photon-electron can-
didates is 98.561.5% @14#.
D. Selection of additional objects
In addition to inclusive photon-lepton production, this
analysis investigates the associated production of other pho-
tons, other leptons, and large missing transverse energy.
Identification of additional photon candidates is the same as
that described in Sec. III A and summarized in Table I. The
identification of additional leptons is less selective, because
the presence of the primary photon and lepton provides good
trigger efficiency and reduces the sources of misidentified
particles.
The selection of additional electron candidates is identical
to that of previous CDF analyses@16# and is summarized in
Table IV. Additional electron candidates in the CEM
~‘‘LCEM electrons’’! are identified with criteria similar to,
but looser those that of the primary electron candidates in
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Sec. III C: electronET must be 20 GeV or greater; electron
track pT ~in GeV/c) must exceed half of the electronET ~in
GeV!; the ratioEHAD /EEM for the electron must be less than
0.1; and the total transverse energy deposited in the calorim-
eters, in a cone ofR50.4 around the electron direction, must
be less than 10% of the electronET . The detection efficiency
of these electron selection criteria is 88.960.4% for candi-
dates withET.20 GeV.
Additional electron identification is extended to the end
plug and forward regions of the calorimeter. Electron candi-
dates originate with clusters of energy in the PEM or FEM
with clusterET in excess of 15 GeV and 10 GeV, respec-
tively. For PEM electrons, a statistic comparing the energy
deposited in a 3 3 array of PEM towers surrounding the
PEM cluster to that expected from test beam data,x333
2 , is
required to be less than 3. The ratioEHAD /EEM of the total
energy of the PHA~FHA! towers located behind the PEM
~FEM! towers in the electron cluster to that of the electron
itself, is required to be less than 0.1. As an isolation require-
ment, the total transverse energy deposited in the calorim-
eters, in a cone ofR50.4 around the cluster direction, must
be less than 10% of the clusterET . The detection efficiency
of these selection criteria is 87.460.7% for PEM electrons
with ET.15 GeV and 75.462.6% for FEM electrons with
ET.10 GeV.
Additional muon candidates include the following: any
muon satisfying the criteria in Table III, with the muonpT
requirement lowered to 20 GeV/c; or an isolated CTC track
consistent with that of a minimum ionizing particle~CMI
muons!, the criteria for which are summarized in Table IV.
CTC tracks in the central region of the detector (uhm
u,1.2) which do not extrapolate to any of the central muon
chambers are required to have beam-constrainedpT
.20 GeV/c, and are required to satisfy all of the muon
selection requirements in Sec. III B, with the following ex-
ceptions: the muon stub matching requirement is no longer
employed; and the isolation requirements are supplemented
by the requirement that the sum of the momenta of CTC
tracks, incident upon a cone ofR50.4 around the muon
track, be less than 0.1 of the muon trackpT . The detection
efficiency of these selection criteria is 91.361.3% for CMI
muons withpT.20 GeV/c.
The missing transverse energy of an event,E” T is calcu-
lated as follows. For each tower of each calorimeter, a vector
EW T
i is defined whose magnitude equals the calorimeter trans-
verse energy, as determined by the line directed from the
primary event vertex to the calorimeter tower center, and
whose direction is that of the same line projected into the
plane transverse to the beam direction. The opposite of the
vector sum over all calorimeter towers,
E”W T~raw!52(
i
EW T
i , ~3!
is a first approximation ofE” T . In this paper, the measure-
ment ofE” T is improved by the identification of jets, muons,
electrons, and photons, as described below.
Jets of hadrons are identified via clusters of energy mea-
sured by the calorimeters. A jet reconstruction algorithm@17#
finds clusters of energy deposited in cones of fixed radius
R50.4. The jet energy and jet direction are measured using
the total energy and the energy-weighted centroid, respec-
tively, of the calorimeter towers contained in the cone. The
jet energy is then corrected for non-linearity in the response
of the calorimeters, the leakage of energy between calorim-
eter towers, the energy deposited outside of the jet cone, the
energy from the underlyingpp̄ collision debris, and the en-
ergy from any additionalpp̄ interactions. These corrections
result in mean increases of 70%~35%! to the raw jetET , for
jets with rawET of 10 GeV~100 GeV! @11#.
An estimate ofE” T which takes into account the corrected
jet energies,E” T( j ), is obtained fromE” T(raw) by adding for
each jet the raw jet momentum vector,EW T
j (raw), and sub-
tracting the corrected jet momentum vector,EW T
j (cor):
E”W T~ j !5E”W T~raw!2(
j
S 12 ETj ~raw!
ET
j ~cor!
D EW Tj ~cor!. ~4!
The jets included in this sum are required to haveET
j (raw)
.8 GeV anduh j u,2.4.
Muons penetrate the calorimeters, so their energy is not
accounted for inE” T(raw) and must be included separately.
TABLE IV. The selection criteria used to identify additional
lepton candidates.
LCEM electron
ET . 20 GeV
pT3c . 1/23ET
EHAD /EEM , 0.1
IsolationET , 0.13ET
PEM electron
ET . 15 GeV
EHAD /EEM , 0.1
x333
2 , 3.0
IsolationET , 0.13ET
FEM electron
ET . 10 GeV
EHAD /EEM , 0.1
IsolationET , 0.13ET
CMI muon
pT . 20 GeV/c
uhmu , 1.2
Track-vertex matching:
ud0u , 0.3 cm
uDzeventu , 5 cm
CEM energy , 2 GeV
CHA energy , 6 GeV
CEM1CHA energy . 0.1 GeV
pT of tracks in a cone of 0.4 , 0.13pT
IsolationET , 0.1c3pT
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Muons with any combination of stubs in the central muon
chambers are included in theE” T calculation, provided that
the beam-constrained muon trackpT exceeds 10 GeV/c,
less than 6 GeV of energy is deposited in intersecting CHA
towers, less than 2 GeV of energy is deposited in intersecting
CEM towers, andDxstub satisfies the requirements in Table
III. High momentum tracks without matching muon chamber
stubs are also included, provided that all of the CMI muon
criteria in Table IV are satisfied, except for the following
differences: the track need not extrapolate to regions unin-
strumented by muon chambers; the isolation requirements in
Table IV are rescinded; and in their place is added the re-
quirement that the total transverse energy deposited in the
calorimeters, in a cone ofR50.4 around the track direction,
must be less than 5 GeV. An estimate ofE” T which takes into
account the muons described above,E” T( j m), is obtained
from E” T( j ) by subtracting for each muon the muon momen-
tum vector,pW T
m , and adding the transverse energy vector,EW T
m
of the total energy deposited in intersecting CHA and CEM
towers:
E”W T~ j m!5E”W T~ j !2(
m
S 12 ETm
cpT
mD cpW Tm . ~5!
The response of the calorimeters to high energy electrons
and photons differs from that of jets of hadrons, so their
energy is not properly accounted for byE” T( j m). The follow-
ing types of electrons and photons are included in this cor-
rection: any CEM photon satisfying the criteria in Table I;
and any CEM, PEM, or FEM electron satisfying criteria
identical to that listed in Table IV, except that the isolation
requirements are rescinded. The final estimate ofE” T which
takes into account the electron and photon candidates de-
scribed above,E” T( j meg), is obtained fromE” T( j m) by sub-
tracting for each electron or photon its transverse energy vec-
tor, EW T
e,g , and adding the transverse energy vector of the jet
energy cluster corresponding to it,EW T
j e,g(cor):
E”W T[E”W T~ j meg!
5E”W T~ j m!2(
e,g
„EW T
e,g2EW T
j e,g~cor!…. ~6!
The resolution ofE” T in events with two or more leptons
or photons has been studied in Ref.@3# and is parametrized
well by the formula
s~E” T!52.6610.0433SET~had!~GeV!, ~7!
whereSET(had) is the sum of theET deposited in the calo-
rimeter which does not originate from an identified lepton or
photon. The resolution does not depend strongly on the num-
ber of pp̄ interactions in the event, nor does it vary signifi-
cantly between samples with leptons and samples with pho-
tons @18#.
E. Photon-lepton samples
The selection of 29 photon-muon events and 48 photon-
electron events results in the ‘‘inclusive photon-lepton
sample’’ of 77 events total. The purpose of this paper is to
sort and analyze the inclusive and exclusive combinations of
FIG. 3. The subsets of inclusive photon-
lepton events analyzed in this paper. The multi-
body photon-lepton subcategories oflgE” T ,
multi-lepton, and multi-photon events are not
mutually exclusive.
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particles produced for events in this sample, the method for
which is summarized in Fig. 3.
The first step in understanding the sample composition is
through the angular separation between the lepton and the
photon. A two-particle final state is indicated by the identifi-
cation of a single lepton and a single photon that are nearly
opposite in azimuth. Since a two-particle photon-lepton final
state would violate the conservation of the lepton number,
such events arise from the standard model in one of two
ways: either the lepton or photon has been misidentified, or
is associated with a jet of hadrons; or a second lepton which
restores conservation of the lepton number has evaded iden-
tification. The former is characterized by a photon and a
lepton opposite in azimuth, while the latter is suppressed in
this geometry, so such a sample isolates the majority of
events with misidentified photons or leptons. To this end, the
inclusive photon-lepton sample is analyzed as two sub-
samples: a ‘‘two-body photon-lepton sample’’ typical of a
two-particle final state; and a ‘‘multi-body photon-lepton
sample’’ typical of three or more particles in the final state.
The selection requirements of the two-body photon-lepton
sample are as follows: exactly one photon and exactly one
lepton satisfying the criteria summarized in Tables I and III;
no additional leptons satisfying the criteria in Table IV; and
the nearest distance in azimuth between the photon and lep-
ton, Dw lg , must exceed 150°. The regionDw lg.150° was
chosen by requiring it to include 95% ofZ0 boson events
decaying to two CEM electrons, which are a source of misi-
dentified photons. Excluded from the two-body photon-
lepton sample are those two-body photon-electron events for
which the photon-electron invariant mass,Meg , is within
5 GeV/c2 of MZ . This ‘‘Z
0-like’’ control sample is used to
estimate the photon misidentification rate from electrons, as
described in Sec. IV C. The multi-body sample is composed
of the remaining inclusive photon-lepton events.
The multi-body sample is then further analyzed for the
presence of largeE” T , additional leptons, or additional pho-
tons. Multi-body events withE” T.25 GeV, the ‘‘multi-body
lgE” T sample,’’ and multi-body events with one or more ad-
ditional photons or leptons satisfying the criteria described in
Sec. III D, the ‘‘multi-photon and multi-lepton sample,’’ are
studied concurrently with the two-body sample and the in-
clusive multi-body sample. TheE” T threshold of 25 GeV was
chosen from previous analyses@3,16# as a significant indica-
tor of a neutrino arising from leptonic decays of theW bo-
son. Among these samples, the following properties are ana-
lyzed: the total event rate; the distribution of leptonET ,
photonET , andE” T ; the distribution of the invariant mass of
any relevant combinations of particles; and the angular dis-
tributions of any relevant combinations of particles.
IV. STANDARD MODEL SOURCES
A. Wg and Z0g production
The dominant source of photon-lepton events at the Teva-
tron is electroweak diboson production, wherein an elec-
troweak boson (W or Z0) decays leptonically (ln or l l ) and
a photon is radiated from either the initial state quark, a
charged electroweak boson (W), or a charged final state lep-
ton. The number of photon-lepton events from electroweak
diboson production is estimated from a Monte Carlo event
generator program@19#. The event generator program out-
puts 4-vectors of particles emanating from a diboson produc-
tion event, and this output is used as input to a CDF detector
simulation program, which outputs simulated data in a for-
mat identical to that of an actual CDF event. Simulated
photon-lepton events can then be analyzed in a manner iden-
tical to that of CDF data.
The event generator program consists of a set of leading-
order matrix element calculations@20# which was incorpo-
rated into the general-purpose event generator program
PYTHIA @21#. The matrix element calculation forWg (Z0g)
includes all tree-level diagrams with aqq̄8 (qq̄) initial state
and aln lg ( l l g) final state, wherel is ane, m, or t, and the
mediating electroweak boson is a real or virtualW (Z0 or
g* ). Figure 4 shows the leading-order Feynman diagrams
for qq̄8→ ln lg. Figure 5 shows the leading-order Feynman
diagrams forqq̄→ l l̄ g.
The region of phase space where the final state lepton and
photon are collinear is carefully sampled, taking into account
the lepton mass for each lepton flavor. This allows reliable
calculations to be made for all photon-lepton separation
angles and for photonET well below (,1 GeV) those con-
FIG. 4. The leading-order Feynman diagrams for photon radia-
tion in the processqq̄8→ l n̄ lg.
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sidered in this analysis.PYTHIA generates, fragments, and
hadronizes the partons described by the matrix elements.
Event rates inpp̄ collisions are obtained from the parton-
level matrix elements through convolution with the leading-
order proton structure function CTEQ5L@22#. The TAUOLA
@23# program is used to compute the decays of anyt leptons
generated. Each generated event is assigned a weight propor-
tional to the probability of its occurrence as determined by
the event rate calculation.
Generated events are used as input to a program which
simulates the CDF detector response to the final state par-
ticles. The simulation includes the following features rel-
evant to this analysis: thezevent distribution ofpp̄ collisions
observed in CDF data, the geometric acceptance of all CDF
detector subsystems, charged tracks measured by the CTC,
the tower-by-tower response of the calorimeters to final state
particles, the CES response to electromagnetic showers, and
the response of the central muon chambers to penetrating
charged particles. The program is not used to simulate the
CDF trigger, thezevent distribution beyonduzeventu560 cm,
nor the energy-out-of-time distribution; the event selection
efficiencies for these must be applied as separate corrections
to the simulated event rates. There also exist 6-8% differ-
ences between the lepton~and photon! detection efficiencies
found in CDF data and the efficiencies similarly computed in
simulated data@14#. Simulated event rates containing par-
ticles of typeX are therefore adjusted by a ratioCX of de-
tection efficiencies in CDF data to that of simulated events,
CX5eXID
data/eXID
sim , ~8!
whereeXID
data is the detection efficiency ofX in CDF data and
eXID
sim is the corresponding efficiency in simulated data.
The lepton detection efficiencies are obtained from
samples ofZ boson candidates decaying to pairs of leptons,
specifically those events which have one lepton candidate
satisfying the selection criteria of Tables III and IV, a second
lepton candidate satisfying the fiducial and kinematic selec-
tion criteria from those tables, and a dilepton massMll
within 10 GeV/c2 of MZ . The efficiency is extracted from
that fraction of events where the second lepton satisfies all
selection criteria.
The photon identification efficiency is similarly measured
with electron pair data, using the assumption that the shower
characteristics in the CEM of an electron and photon of the
sameET are similar@14#. Particle identification efficiencies
in simulated data are obtained with the same procedure using
a sample ofZ boson events created by thePYTHIA event
generator and a detector simulation. The systematic uncer-
tainty of CX is estimated to be half of the difference between
CX and unity. Table V lists the corrections for the various
types of leptons and photons analyzed.
Simulated events with PEM electrons are an exception to
this procedure, since the PEM shower shape quantityx333
2 is
not included in the detector simulation. The PEM electron
detection efficiency for all the requirements in Table IV, ex-
cept thex333
2 requirement, is measured and corrected for in
the same way as other leptons; the correction is listed in
Table V. The efficiency of thex333
2 requirement for PEM
electrons which satisfy all other requirements,ePEMx2, is
then measured separately using CDF data to be 95.360.5%
@14#. This is an additional correction to the identification
efficiency for simulated events with PEM electrons.
The complete set of correction factors to the detection
efficiencies of simulated events,Csim , is given by
Csim5ez603eEOT3)
X
CXID
NX 3e
PEMx2
NPEM . ~9!
The efficiency for the requirementuzeventu,60 cm,ez60, has
been measured from CDF data to be 0.9560.02. The effi-
ciency for the requirementET~out-of-time!50, eEOT, has
been measured from CDF data to be 0.97560.004 @3#. The
factorsCXID are corrections to the simulated particle identi-
fication efficiencies listed in Table V, and the product
FIG. 5. The leading-order Feynman diagrams for photon radia-
tion in the processqq̄→ l l̄ g.
TABLE V. Corrections to the simulated particle identification
efficiencies obtained from CDF data@14#. Included are the efficien-
cies measured directly from CDF data (eXID
data), the efficiencies mea-
sured from simulated data (eXID
sim ), and the corrections to simulated
rates (CXID).
Particle eXID
data eXID
sim CXID
CEM photon 0.86 0.93 0.9360.04
CEM electron 0.81 0.88 0.9260.04
2nd CEM electron 0.89 0.97 0.9160.05
PEM electron 0.92 0.99 0.9460.03
FEM electron 0.75 0.98 0.7760.12
central muon 0.93 0.99 0.9460.03
CMI muon 0.91 0.99 0.9260.04
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) XCXID
NX runs over each typeX of lepton or photon identified
in this analysis. Each factor has an exponentNX equal to the
number of particles of typeX identified by the detector simu-
lation. An additional correction factor for PEM electrons,
e
PEM x2
NPEM , has been measured from CDF data to be 0.953
60.005, and it has an exponentNPEM equal to the number of
PEM electrons identified by the detector simulation.
The mean contribution to photon-lepton candidates in
CDF data,N̄lg , for a particular generated process is given by
N̄lg5sLO3KNLO3e tr ig3Csim3E Ldt
3S ( wpassD Y S ( wtotD . ~10!
The leading order cross sectionsLO is computed by the
event generator for a given process with a given set of
generator-level selection requirements and thresholds. The
uncertainty insLO due to generator statistics is negligible,
and the uncertainty due to PDF normalization is taken to be
65%, as recommended in@24#. The next-to-leading order
~NLO! QCD K factor for Wg (Z0g) production,KNLO, is
estimated from NLO calculations@25#. The K factors used
are 1.3060.10 for Wg production and 1.2560.05 for Z0g
production, where the uncertainties are estimated from the
QCD renormalization scale dependence of the NLO cross
section. The trigger efficiency for photon-lepton events,e tr ig ,
is measured from CDF data. For photon-electron events,
e tr ig598.561.5%; for photon-muon eventse tr ig varies with
muon type and photonET, with an average efficiency of 94%
for simulatedWg events satisfying all selection criteria. The
uncertainty of the photon-muon trigger efficiency is66%
@14#. The product of the correction factors to the detection
efficiencies computed by the CDF detector simulation,Csim
is described above. The integrated luminosity for the 1994-5
run employed in this analysis,*Ldt, is 86.363.5 pb21 @26#.
(wpass is the sum of the weights of the simulated events
satisfying all selection criteria; its uncertainty is given by
A(wpass2 , which is typically a few percent.(wtot is the sum
of the weights of all simulated events, with an uncertainty
given byA(wtot2 , which is typically negligible.
Table VI shows a sample calculation for multi-body
photon-electron events originating fromW(→en)1g pro-
duction. The uncertainty in the mean rate has roughly equal
contributions from the NLOK factor, simulation systematics,
luminosity, proton structure, and generator statistics. Other
simulated processes have similar uncertainties.
Table VII shows the results of all simulated processes, for
inclusive two-body events, inclusive multi-body events, and
multi-body lgE” T events. The slightly larger contribution of
two-bodymg events relative toeg events is due to the ex-
plicit exclusion of eg events whose invariant mass is
‘‘ Z0-like’’ (86 GeV/c2,Meg,96 GeV/c
2). There are no
significant differences between the inclusive multi-body rates
for eg and mg production. In the case ofZ0g production,
there is a larger number of multi-bodymgE” T events~1.0!
relative toegE” T events~0.3!. The difference is due to events
where the second muon falls outside the solid angle in which
muons can be detected (uhmu.1.2), subsequently inducing
missing ET equal to thepT of the second muon. Leptons
from t decays contribute to the total photon-lepton rate at a
level far below the leptonic branching ratio of at ~about 3%
accepted compared to a leptonic branching ratio of 18%!
TABLE VI. The mean number of multi-body photon-electron
events,N̄eg , expected fromW(→en)1g. The factors used in Eq.
10 and their uncertainties are also shown.
Item Value Relative Uncertainty
KNLO 1.3060.10 7.7%
sLO 105.065.3 pb 5.0%
(wpass/(wtot (2.5760.12)310
24 4.7%
e tr ig 0.98560.015 1.5%
Csim 0.79260.052 6.6%
*Ldt 86.363.5 pb 21 4.1%
N̄eg 2.3660.31 13.1%
TABLE VII. The estimatedWg and Z0g backgrounds for two-body photon-lepton events, inclusive
multi-body photon-lepton events, and multi-bodylgE” T events. There exist correlated uncertainties between
the different photon-lepton sources. The symbolX denotes the allowed inclusion of any other combination of
particles, except where explicitly prohibited.
Two-body Events Multi-body Events Multi-body Events
Process egX mgX egX mgX egE” TX mgE” TX
g1W production
g1W→ ln 1.160.1 1.460.2 2.460.3 2.560.3 1.960.3 1.960.3
g1W→tn 0.0860.02 0.0960.02 0.0860.02 0.06 0.01 0.0460.01 0.0560.01
Subtotal 1.260.2 1.560.2 2.460.3 2.560.3 1.960.3 2.060.3
g1Z0 production
g1Z0→ l l 5.160.5 6.560.8 4.960.5 4.560.5 0.360.1 0.960.1
g1Z0→tt 0.360.1 0.560.1 0.1360.03 0.1060.02 0.0360.01 0.0560.01
Subtotal 5.460.6 7.160.8 5.060.5 4.6 0.5 0.360.1 1.060.2
Total 6.660.7 8.6 1.0 7.560.8 7.160.8 2.360.3 3.060.4
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because the average leptonET is much lower than that of
leptons from the direct decay of aW or Z0.
Table VIII shows the results of all simulated processes for
multi-body photon-lepton events with additional leptons or
photons, respectively. Moreeg events thanmmg events are
expected due to the larger detector acceptance for additional
electrons, which are identified in the central, plug, and for-
ward calorimeters.
B. Jets misidentified as photons
A jet of hadrons initiated by a final state quark or gluon
can contain mesons that decay to photons, such as thep0, h,
or v. If one or more of these photons constitute a sufficiently
large fraction of the jet momentum, then the hadron jet can
be misidentified by the CDF detector as a single prompt
photon. Such a jet, when produced in association with a lep-
ton candidate, contributes to the detected photon-lepton can-
didates.
The contribution of the lepton plus misidentified jet
events is determined by counting the number of jets in CDF
lepton data,Nl jet , and then multiplying that number by an
estimate of the probability of a jet being misidentified as a
photon,Pg
jet , to obtain the number of photon-lepton candi-
dates,
Nlg5Nl jet3Pg
jet . ~11!
Lepton-jet candidates are selected from inclusive electron
and muon triggers as follows. The Level 1 trigger and Level
3 trigger requirements are identical to those enumerated in
Secs. III B and III C. The Level 2 trigger requirements differ
from those of the photon-lepton sample due to the absence of
the photon. Electron-jet events must be accepted by a Level
2 electron trigger, which requires a CEM energy cluster with
ET.16 GeV; the ratioEHAD /EEM for that cluster,0.125;
and a CFT track matching the CEM cluster withpT
.12 GeV/c. The efficiency of these electron trigger re-
quirements has been measured to beee590.960.3% @16#.
Muon-jet events are selected from the Level 2 inclusive
muon triggers, which have the same efficiency as the muon
triggers described in Sec. III B, except that they are prescaled
due to bandwidth limitations. The prescaling results in a re-
duction of the trigger efficiency by a factor of 0.4360.02 for
CMX muons, 0.4360.02 for CMNP muons, and 1.0~no
prescale! for CMUP muons. Requiring a Level 2 muon trig-
ger precludes the use of CMP or CMU muons.
The requirements for lepton-jet candidates are as follows:
one or more lepton candidates satisfying the criteria in Table
III; and one or more jets withuh j u,1.0, jet ET.25 GeV,
and a separation distance of the jet from the lepton inh
2w space,DRl j , greater than 0.5. As a further step to pre-
vent electrons fromZ0 boson decays being counted as jets,
jet candidates must have electron-jet separationDRe j .0.5
for all central electrons satisfying the selection criteria for
additional electrons listed in Table IV. Table IX shows the
raw total number of jets, summed over all lepton-jet candi-
date events, for the various signal regions of this analysis.
Because the lepton trigger requirements of the lepton-jet
sample are less efficient than the trigger requirements of the
photon-lepton sample, the effective number of jets which
TABLE VIII. The estimatedWg andZ0g backgrounds for multi-body photon-lepton samples with addi-
tional leptons and photons.
Multi-body Events
Process eeg mmg emg egg mgg
g1W production
g1W→ ln — — — — —
g1W→tn — — — — —
Subtotal — — — — —
g1Z0 production
g1Z0→ l l 3.360.4 2.260.3 — 0.01260.012 0.00460.004
g1Z0→tt — — 0.0560.01 — —
Subtotal 3.360.4 2.260.3 0.0560.01 0.01260.012 0.00460.004
Total 3.360.4 2.260.3 0.0560.01 0.01260.012 0.00460.004
TABLE IX. The contributionsNlg to the various categories of
photon-lepton candidates from jets misidentified as photons, using
the measured jet misidentification rate 3.860.731024. Included
are the raw numberNraw of jets in inclusive lepton data and the
effective number of jetsNl jet which potentially contribute to each
category.
Nraw Nl jet Nlg
Two-body Events
egX 4530 4909 1.960.3
mgX 1983 3844 1.560.3
Multi-body Events
egX 4235 4565 1.760.3
mgX 2024 3855 1.560.3
egE” TX 2584 2798 1.160.2
mgE” TX 1369 2633 1.060.2
eegX 479 496 0.1960.03
mmgX 226 346 0.1360.02
emgX 16 19 —
eggX 3 3 —
mggX 3 4 —
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potentially contribute to the photon-lepton candidates must
be augmented by a ratio of the efficiencies of the different
trigger paths. For electron-jet events with exactly one elec-
tron, this is simply a constant,eeg /ee51.0860.02; for
muon-jet events with exactly one muon, the efficiency ratio,
Rm ig , varies with muon stub type and jetET ,
Rm ig5
em i1~12em i !3eg~ET!
Pm iem i
~12!
whereem i is the trigger efficiency for muons of stub typei,
Pm i is the inclusive muon trigger prescale factor for muons
of stub typei, and eg(ET) is the trigger efficiency of the
photon candidate a jet would produce in the event of jet
misidentification, as a function of photonET . This ratio is
evaluated for each jet in each event, and the sum over all jets
in all events gives the total effective number of jets. Because
CMU and CMP muons have been excluded from the lepton-
jet sample, the number of jets in muon-jet events must be
additionally multiplied by a factor of 1.1460.03 to compen-
sate for the acceptance lost relative to that of photon-lepton
events. This lost acceptance is calculated from theWg and
Zg simulation described in Sec. IV A.
For lepton-jet events with multiple leptons, the presence
of the additional lepton increases the efficiency of the lepton
trigger requirements, and the efficiency ratio of such events
relative to the corresponding photon-lepton events must be
accounted for separately. For electron-jet events with an ad-
ditional CEM electron, the trigger efficiency for both
electron-jet and photon-electron events is nearly 100%, so
that the trigger efficiency ratio of such events is assumed to
be unity. Electron-jet events with additional PEM or FEM
electrons have the same efficiency ratio as that of single
electron-jet events above. For muon-jet events with an addi-
tional CMNP, CMUP, or CMX muon, the trigger efficiency
ratio depends upon the muon trigger efficiencies of the two
muon stub types:
Rm im jg5
em im j1~12em im j !3eg~ET!
Pm iem i1~12Pm iem i !3Pm jem j
, ~13!
where em i and em j are the muon trigger efficiencies of the
two different muon stub types,Pm i andPm j are the inclusive
muon trigger prescales of the two different muon stub types,
andem im j is the efficiency of the logical OR of the two muon
triggers,
em im j[em i1~12em i !3em j . ~14!
Muon-jet events with additional CMU, CMP, or CMI muons
have the same efficiency ratio as that of single muon-jet
events above.
The total effective number of jets in lepton-jet candidate
events after all corrections have been applied is also given in
Table IX. There are more electron-jet candidates than muon-
jet candidates because the angular coverage of the CEM is
larger than that of the central muon chambers, particularly at
higher leptonuhu. A comparison of Table IX with Tables VII
and VIII indicates that in order to measure photon-lepton
processes with electroweak-sized cross sections and a signal-
to-background ratio greater than 1:1,Pg
jet must be less than
approximately 1023.
After finding the effective number of jets, the next step is
to measure the probability that a jet is misidentified as a
photon. Mesons which decay to photons are typically only a
portion of a shower of hadrons initiated by a highET quark
or gluon. Other hadrons in the shower will deposit energy in
the calorimeter close to the electromagnetic shower produced
by these photons. Prompt photons~or electrons, which
shower similarly! produced in the hard scattering of partons
do not exhibit additional nearby energy in the calorimeters;
the additionalET measured in a cone ofR50.4 around the
electromagnetic shower position,Econe
iso , therefore serves as a
discriminant between prompt photons and misidentified jets.
This discriminant is already employed in the photon selec-
tion ~Table I!, by requiringEcone
iso ,2 GeV. If the distribu-
tion of Econe
iso is relatively flat for misidentified jets, the dis-
tribution of Econe
iso of the photon candidates which fail this
requirement can be extrapolated linearly to estimate the
number of misidentified jets which satisfy it.
The probability that a jet is misidentified as a photon is
determined from samples of jets and photons in events with
a lepton trigger. Lepton candidates in lepton-triggered jet
vents are selected with the same trigger requirements as the
lepton-jet sample described above. Instead of applying the
full lepton selection criteria in Table III, the minimal set of
Level 3 lepton trigger requirements, listed in Table II, is
applied in this selection, so as to maximize the sample size.
Along with exactly one such loose lepton candidate, lepton-
triggered jet events are required to have exactly one jet with
uh j u,1.0, ET.25 GeV, and DRl j .0.5. The lepton-
triggered jet sample consists of 46091 electron-triggered jet
events and 12875 muon-triggered jet events.
Lepton candidates in lepton-triggered photon events are
selected with the same trigger requirements as the lepton-
triggered jet events described above, except that the pres-
caled Level 2 inclusive muon trigger requirements are re-
placed by the muon-jet trigger described in Sec. III B.
Lepton-triggered photon events are required to have exactly
one loose lepton candidate as above, and are required to have
exactly one photon candidate satisfying all of the photon
selection criteria in Table I, except for the isolation require-
ments. Specifically, the requirement that the sum of thepT of
all tracks in a cone ofR50.4 around the photon be less than
5 GeV/c is rescinded, and theEcone
iso requirement is loos-
ened from 2 GeV to 12 GeV. The lepton-triggered photon
sample consists of 121 photon-electron and 38 photon-muon
events.
Since the muon-triggered jet sample has a less efficient
trigger path than the muon-triggered photon sample, an un-
biased comparison of the two samples requires that the num-
ber of muon-triggered jet events must be augmented on an
event-by-event basis by the ratio of trigger efficiencies of the
two samples. The ratio for each event in this case is simply
the inverse of the Level 2 muon trigger prescale factor for
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the stub type of the muon, 1/Pm i. The effective number of
muon-triggered jet events increases from 12875 to 17745.
Photon candidates in the lepton-triggered photon sample
consist of a combination of prompt photons, electrons misi-
dentified as photons, and jets misidentified as photons, where
only the jet component is relevant to the evaluation ofPg
jet .
The distribution ofEcone
iso of the other two components is
measured using a sample of CEM electrons fromZ0 decays.
Dielectron events are selected from events satisfying the
same trigger criteria as that of the photon-electron candidates
described in Sec. III C. From these triggers,Z0-like dielec-
tron events are selected which have exactly two CEM elec-
trons passing the electron criteria in Table III, excepting the
isolation requirement~that the totalET deposited in the calo-
rimeters, in a cone ofR50.4 around the electron track, be
less than 10% of the electronET), and which have dielectron
invariant mass within 5 GeV ofMZ . The distribution of
Econe
iso normalized to unity,dNZ /dEcone
iso , for the 3300 elec-
trons in this sample is shown in Fig. 6. CEM electron
showers—which have the same calorimeter response as
CEM showers from prompt photons—exhibitEcone
iso
,2 GeV 95% of the time.
Using the measured distributiondNZ /dEcone
iso for prompt
photons or electrons, and assuming a linear distribution in
Econe
iso for jets misidentified as photons, the total number of
photon candidates as a function ofEcone
iso , dN/dEcone
iso , is
given by
dN
dEcone
iso
5A13
dNZ
dEcone
iso
1A21A33Econe
iso , ~15!
whereA1 , A2, and A3 are free parameters to be fit to the
data. If the bin size is chosen to be equal to theEcone
iso thresh-
old for isolated photon candidates~2 GeV!, then the number
of prompt photon~or electron misidentified as photon! can-
didates withEcone
iso ,2 GeV is given by
A13
dNZ
dEcone
iso U
bin1
5A130.95, ~16!
and the number of jets misidentified as photons withEcone
iso
,2 GeV is given by
A21A33Econe
iso ubin15A21A331 GeV. ~17!
If in addition the normalization of the distribution is chosen
to be the ratio of the number of lepton-triggered photon
events~121 photon-electron and 38 photon-muon! to that of
the effective number of lepton-triggered jet events~46091
electron-jet and 17745 muon-jet!, then A21A331 GeV is
identically the jet misidentification ratePg
jet .
Employing these conventions, the distributiondN/dEcone
iso
for lepton-triggered photon events is shown in Fig. 7. The
distribution ~solid points! is peaked in the first bin corre-
sponding to isolated photon candidates, followed by a lin-
early falling tail of non-isolated photon candidates. The
minimumx2 fit of the data to the functional form of Eq.~15!
~solid line! is shown in Fig. 7, along with the linear portion
of the fit obtained fromA2 andA3 ~dashed line!. The func-
tional form chosen describes the data well (x2/d.o.f.
50.38), yielding an average jet misidentification ratePg
jet of
3.860.731024. The best fit parameters are shown in Table
X.
Also shown in Fig. 7 is an estimate ofdN/dEcone
iso ob-
tained from a simulation ofW-jet production~cross-hatched
FIG. 6. The distribution ofEcone
iso for CEM electrons fromZ0
decays, normalized to unity.
FIG. 7. The number of photon candidates per jet, as a function
of Econe
iso , for CDF jet data obtained with a lepton trigger. Included
are the results of CDF data~points!, the fit of CDF data to Eq.~15!
~solid line!, the linear portion of the same fit~dotted line!, an esti-
mate of this distribution from a simulation ofW plus jet events
performed byPYTHIA ~cross-hatched histogram!, and an arrow indi-
cating the value ofPg
jet .
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histogram!, using thePYTHIA event generator and the detec-
tor simulation described in Sec. IV A. The leading-order
Feynman diagrams forW-jet production employed by the
PYTHIA event generator are shown in Fig. 8. Simulated
events are selected which satisfy the same requirements as
the lepton-triggered jet and lepton-triggered photon samples
obtained from the data, and photon candidates are required to
arise solely from hadron decay. The simulated results for
dN/dEcone
iso exhibit a shape consistent with a linear functional
form, as well as a predicted magnitude consistent with the
observed jet misidentification rate.
Figure 9 shows the distributiondN/dEcone
iso computed for
electron-triggered photon events and muon-triggered photon
events separately. The separate jet misidentification rates ob-
tained from these distributions, also shown in Table X, are
statistically consistent with each other.
Additional evidence for the linear behavior ofdN/dEcone
iso
in misidentified jets is obtained from a sample of lepton-
triggered events enriched withp0’s. Lepton candidates in
these lepton-triggeredp0 events are selected with the same
trigger requirements as the lepton-triggered photon events
described above. Lepton-triggeredp0 events are required to
have exactly one loose lepton candidate as above, and are
required to have exactly onep0 candidate which satisfies
requirements similar to photon candidates in Table I, with the
following differences: the isolation requirements are not ap-
plied, as done for the lepton-triggered photon sample; the
requirements for additional CES energy clusters are not ap-
plied; and thexavg
2 is required to begreater than 20. The
lepton-triggeredp0 sample consists of 38 electron-p0 and 11
muon-p0 events.
The distribution dN/dEcone
iso for lepton-triggered p0
events is shown in Fig. 10. The distribution~solid points! is
consistent with that of a linearly decreasing tail. Also shown
in Fig. 10 is an estimate ofdN/dEcone
iso obtained from a simu-
lation of W-jet production~cross-hatched histogram! as de-
scribed above, except with the lepton-triggeredp0 selection
applied. As with lepton-triggered photons, the simulated re-
sults fordN/dEcone
iso exhibit a shape consistent with a linear
functional form, as well as a magnitude consistent with the
observedp0 rate.
Table IX shows the mean number of photon-lepton events
expected to originate from misidentified jets, for the various
subsets of photon-lepton events to be analyzed. The uncer-
tainties in these estimates are dominated by the uncertainty
in Pg
jet , which in turn is limited in precision by the number
of exclusive photon-lepton events. The total number of two-
body and multi-body events expected is 1-2 events per cat-
egory per lepton species, with roughly equal contributions in
photon-electron and photon-muon events. The number of
FIG. 8. The leading-order Feynman diagrams forW-jet produc-
tion.
FIG. 9. The number of photon candidates per jet, as a function
of Econe
iso , for CDF jet data obtained with~a! an electron trigger or
~b! a muon trigger. Included are the results of CDF data~points!, the
fit of CDF data to Eq~15! ~solid line!, the linear portion of the same
fit ~dotted line!, an estimate of this distribution from a simulation of
W plus jet events performed byPYTHIA ~cross-hatched histogram!,
and an arrow indicating the value ofPg
jet .
TABLE X. The results of fittingdN/dEcone
iso to photon candi-
dates in CDF jet data obtained with a lepton trigger. Included are
the number of photons and jets in each sample, the best fit param-
etersAi , thex
2 per degree of freedom for the fit, and the jet misi-
dentification ratePg
jet .
Lepton-Jet Samples
e j m j l j
Photons 121 38 159
Jets 46091 17745 63836
A1(10
24) 1362 1464 1362
A2(10
24) 4.760.9 2.461.5 4.260.7
A3(10
24/GeV) 20.460.1 20.260.2 20.460.1
Pg
jet(1024) 4.361.0 2.261.5 3.860.7
x2/d.o.f. 0.38 0.44 0.42
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multi-lepton events arising from misidentified jets is an order
of magnitude smaller. The number ofemg, egg, andmgg
events arising from misidentified jets is negligible, due to the
small number of jets inem, eg, andmg events, respectively.
C. Electrons misidentified as photons
The dominant source of misidentifed particles in photon-
electron events isZ0→e1e2 production, wherein one of the
electrons undergoes hard photon bremsstrahlung in the de-
tector material, or the CTC fails to detect one of the electron
tracks, and that electron is subsequently misidentified as a
prompt photon. There are approximately 1000 central elec-
tron pairs in the CDF data, so an electron misidentification
rate as low as 1% will give rise to 20 photon-electron events,
which would be unacceptably high for finding sources of
new physics comparable toW/Z01g production~see Tables
VII and VIII !. It is therefore necessary to either obtain inde-
pendently the electron misidentification rate to sufficient ac-
curacy that a background subtraction can be performed, or to
assume that those photon-electron events in the CDF data
which are sufficiently similar in their kinematics toZ0 pro-
duction are not a significant source of new physics, and that
such events may be used to estimate misidentified photon-
electron events elsewhere. The latter method is employed in
what follows.
A control sample ofZ0-like events is selected from
photon-electron candidates with the following requirements:
exactly one photon and exactly one electron satisfying the
criteria summarized in Tables I and III; no additional leptons
satisfying the criteria in Table IV; the nearest distance in
azimuth between the photon and the electron,Dweg , must
exceed 150°; and the invariant mass of the photon-electron
pair, Meg , must be within 5 GeV/c
2 of the Z0 mass
(91 GeV/c2). There are 17 such events in the CDF data, and
their characteristics are shown in Fig. 11. In order to check
the assumption that these are predominantlyZ0→e1e2
events, a sample ofZ0→e1e2 events is selected from the
inclusive electron sample which have exactly two electrons
passing the electron criteria in Table III, and which have the
same kinematic requirements as the photon-electron control
sample. There are 1235 such events, and their distributions,
normalized to the photon-electron control sample, are also
shown in Fig. 11; the shapes of the distributions of the two
samples are statistically consistent with each other.
Some of the photon-electron events in the control sample
will arise from real photons fromW/Z01g production, or
from jets misidentified as photons. In order to avoid double-
counting these as a source of background, the diboson Monte
Carlo calculations described in Sec. IV A and the jet misi-
dentification calculations described in Sec. IV B are used to
estimate the number of photon-electron events passing the
control sample requirements, and this is subtracted from the
total number of control sample events to give a corrected
number of misidentified photon-electron events. Out of 17
events, 1.2460.13 events (1.0160.12 from diboson events,
0.2360.04 from misidentified jets! on average are expected
to have real photons, which are subtracted to give 15.8
64.3 misidentified photon-electron events in the control
sample.
The number of misidentified photon-electron events in the
control sample,Neg
ctrl , divided by the number of electron-
electron events with the same kinematics,Nee
ctrl , gives the
misidentified photon-electron rate per central electron pair.
For any other particular subset of central electron pairs, the
total contribution to the corresponding photon-electron
sample is the product of the number of central electron pairs
FIG. 10. The number ofp0 candidates per jet, as a function of
Econe
iso , for CDF jet data obtained with a lepton trigger. Included are
the results of CDF data~points! and an estimate of this distribution
from a simulation ofW plus jet events performed byPYTHIA ~cross-
hatched histogram!.
FIG. 11. The distributions for~a! Meg , ~b! E” T , ~c! Dweg , and
~d! DReg in Z
0-like events. The points are theZ0-like photon-
electron sample; the cross-hatched histogram is electron-electron
events from CDF data with the same kinematic requirements, nor-
malized to the control sample.
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with this misidentification rate. To calculate the number of
misidentified events in each of the two-body and multi-body
photon-lepton event samples, a sample of dielectron events is
selected from events satisfying the same trigger criteria as
that of the photon-electron candidates described in Sec. III C.
From these triggers a sample of two-body and a sample of
multi-body dielectron events are selected which have exactly
two electrons satisfying the electron criteria in Table III, and
which have the same angular separation requirements
(Dwee.150° for the two-body andDwee,150° for the
multi-body! as the respective photon-lepton sample. There
are 321 such two-body and 132 such multi-body events. The
estimated number of misidentified photon-electron events in
multi-body photon-electron events, for example, is therefore
Neg
mult5@~15.864.3!/1235#3132
51.760.5 events. ~18!
Similar calculations are made for the other photon-lepton
samples analyzed, and the results are summarized in Table
XI. The number of multi-photon and multi-lepton events is
negligible, due to the low number ofeeg andeeeevents in
the CDF data.
D. Light hadrons misidentified as muons
A hadron jet can contain charged hadrons, which may
occasionally penetrate the calorimeters and be detected by
the muon chambers~‘‘hadron punchthrough’’!, or which may
decay to a muon before reaching the calorimeters~‘‘hadron
decay-in-flight’’!. If one of these hadrons constitutes a suffi-
ciently large fraction of the jet momentum, then the hadron
jet can be misidentified by the CDF detector as a single
prompt muon. Such a jet produced in association with a pho-
ton candidate contributes to the detected photon-muon can-
didates. The contribution of the photon plus misidentified jet
events is determined by analyzing a sample of isolated, high-
momentum tracks in CDF photon data, determining the prob-
ability of each track being misidentified as a muon, and com-
puting the total contribution by summing this probability
over all tracks in the sample.
Starting with the inclusive photon events described in
Sec. III A, a photon-track sample is selected by requiring one
or more photon candidates satisfying the criteria in Table I
and one or more CTC tracks withpT.25 GeV/c which
extrapolate to the CMU, CMP, or CMX detectors. The se-
lected CTC tracks must also satisfy the same track require-
ments as those of muon tracks, as described in Sec. III B; in
addition, as an isolation requirement, the sum of the mo-
menta of other CTC tracks incident upon a cone ofR50.4
around the candidate track direction must be less than 10%
of the pT of the candidate track. The photon-track sample
consists of 394 events containing 398 track candidates.
Because the photon trigger requirements of the photon-
track sample are less efficient than the trigger requirements
of the photon-muon sample, the effective number of tracks
which potentially contribute to the photon-muon candidates
must be augmented by a ratio of the efficiencies of the dif-
ferent trigger paths, for each track in each event of the
sample. The efficiency ratioRgt varies with photonET and
the muon stub typem i that the trackt would produce in the
event of hadron punchthrough or decay-in-flight:
Rgt5
em i1~12em i !3eg~ET!
eg~ET!
, ~19!
whereem i is the trigger efficiency for muons of stub typei,
andeg(ET) is the trigger efficiency of photon candidates as a
function of photonET .
The fraction of track candidates which give rise to hadron
punchthrough is computed from the number of hadronic in-
teraction lengths traversed through the calorimeter to a muon
chamber, for high-momentum pions and kaons. The thick-
ness of the CDF calorimeter, typically 5 absorption lengths
for pions and 4.4 lengths for kaons, corresponds to a hadron
rejection factor of about 150~80! for the CMU ~CMX!. The
CMP is additionally shielded from hadrons by 60 cm of steel,
which effectively absorbs all incident hadrons; the contribu-
tion of hadron punchthrough to CMP or CMUP muon candi-
dates is henceforth assumed to be negligible. The contribu-
tion to hadron punchthrough of hadrons which partially
shower in the calorimeter is reduced to a negligible level by
the muon identification requirements of low calorimeter ac-
tivity and a small track-stub matching distance. It is therefore
sufficient to consider only the case where a hadron traverses
the entire length of the calorimeter without interacting, and
subsequently enters the CMU or CMX.
For each track in the photon-track sample, the probability
of the track becoming hadron punchthrough,PPTm
t , is given
by
PPTm
t 5Fp3exp@2lp~E
t!/sinu t#1FK
3exp@2lK~E
t!/sinu t#, ~20!
whereFp andFK are the relativep:K fractions; andlp(E
t)
and lK(E
t) are the calorimeter thicknesses in units of the
interaction lengths@27# for the corresponding particle type,
as a function of the total energyEt of the trackt and the sign
of its charge. The interaction length for kaons is longer than
that of pions, soPPTm is a maximum forFK51.0 and a
minimum for FK50.0. For the central value estimate, an
experimentally measured valueFK50.33 is used@28#, with
upper and lower systematic bounds defined byFK51.0 and
FK50.0. This systematic uncertainty is the dominant uncer-
tainty for the hadron punchthrough estimates.
TABLE XI. The expected mean number of photon-electron can-
didatesNeg from Z
0 electrons misidentified as photons, for the vari-
ous categories analyzed. The number of dielectron eventsNee
which potentially contribute to each category is also included.
Nee Neg
Two-bodyegX 321 4.161.1
Multi-body egX 132 1.760.5
Multi-body egE” TX 8 0.1060.04
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For any particular subset of the photon-track sample, the
total contribution to the corresponding photon-muon sample
is the sum over all candidate tracks of the hadron punch-
through probabilities, weighted by the appropriate trigger ef-
ficiency ratio for each track:
NPTm5(
t
Rgt3PPTm
t . ~21!
For example, in the case of multi-bodymg events, a subset
of the punchthrough candidates is selected for which the
track extrapolates to the CMU or CMX detectors, andDw
between the photon and the track is less than 150°. There are
89 such tracks, corresponding to a background of 0.45
60.25 events from hadron punchthrough in the inclusive
multi-body mg sample. Of these 89 tracks, 32 belong to
events with E” T.25 GeV, corresponding to 0.1860.11
punchthrough events in the multi-bodymgE” T sample. The
results indexed by muon stub type are shown in Table XII.
Each of the photon-track events described above also po-
tentially contributes to photon-muon events in the form of
hadron decay-in-flight; hadrons which decay to muons prior
to interacting with the central calorimeters will satisfy the
requirements of prompt muons. The inner radius of the cen-
tral calorimeters is 1.73 m, and the radius beyond this corre-
sponding to one hadronic interaction length is approximately
2 m; hadrons decaying prior to a radius of 2 m are therefore
likely to be misidentified as muons.
For each track in the photon-track sample, the hadron
decay-in-flight probabilityPDIFm
t is given by
PDIFm
t 5Fp3BR~p
6→mn!3$12exp@2~2.0/ctp!
3~mp /cpT!#%1FK3BR~K
6→mn!
3$12exp@2~2.0/ctK!~mK /cpT!#%, ~22!
where pT is the transverse momentum of the trackt, in
GeV/c; Fp is the fraction of tracks which are pions,
BR(p6→mn) is the branching ratio of pions to muons
(;1.0), ctp is the pion proper decay length in meters~7.8
m!, andmp is the pion mass~0.140 GeV!; FK is the fraction
of tracks which are kaons, BR(K6→mn) is the branching
ratio of kaons to muons~0.635!, ctK is the kaon proper
decay length in meters~3.7 m!, and mK is the kaon mass
~0.494 GeV!. For tracks with transverse momentum of
25 GeV/c, the decay-in-flight probability is 0.67% for kaons
and 0.14% for pions.
For any particular subset of the photon-track sample, the
contribution to the corresponding photon-muon candidates of
decay-in-flight hadrons is the sum over all tracks of the
decay-in-flight probabilities, augmented by the trigger effi-
ciency ratio:
NDIFm5(
t
Rgt3PDIFm
t . ~23!
Due to the shorter kaon lifetime, the upper and lower bounds
are again determined by the results assuming kaon fractions
of 1.0 and 0.0, respectively, with the central value deter-
mined byFK50.33. The results indexed by muon stub type
are shown in Table XIII. The contributions relative to those
sources of photon-muon events considered previously are
small.
E. Heavy-flavored hadron decay to leptons
A hadron consisting of one or more quarks with heavy
flavor ~charm or bottom! has a much shorter lifetime than
those hadrons considered in Sec. IV D; at the Tevatron,
heavy-flavored hadrons typically travel a few millimeters be-
fore decaying and do not produce a measurable track in the
CTC. Consequently, the decay in flight of heavy-flavored
hadrons to leptons is not accounted for in the estimates of
Sec. IV D, which infer the number of decay-in-flight hadrons
from CTC tracks. The contribution to photon-lepton candi-
dates that arises from heavy-flavored hadrons produced in
association with a prompt photon is instead accounted for
through Monte Carlo event generation and detector simula-
tion, as in Sec. IV A.
Figure 12 shows the leading-order Feynman diagram for a
heavy-flavored quark produced in association with a prompt
photon. The leading-order matrix element for this process is
calculated with thePYTHIA @21# event generator program,
using the leading-order proton structure function CTEQ5L
@22#. PYTHIA also generates, fragments, and hadronizes the
partons produced in a simulated interaction. The QQ pro-
gram, based on measurements of the CLEO experiment@29#,
is used to compute the decays of heavy-flavored hadrons.
Previous measurements of photon-heavy-flavor events at the
TABLE XII. The contribution to the photon-muon candidates of
punchthrough hadrons misidentified as muons, indexed by muon
stub type, for various categories analyzed.
Stub Type Two-body Multi-body Multi-body
mgX mgX mgE” TX
CMUP — — —
CMNP 0.37 0.12 0.07
CMX 0.15 0.08 0.03
CMP — — —
CMU 0.90 0.25 0.09
Total 1.4220.37
10.74 0.4520.12
10.25 0.1820.05
10.11
TABLE XIII. The contribution to the photon-muon candidates
of decay-in-flight hadrons misidentified as muons, indexed by muon
stub type, for the various categories analyzed.
Stub Type Two-body Multi-body Multi-body
mgX mgX mgE” TX
CMUP 0.35 0.10 0.03
CMNP 0.15 0.04 0.02
CMX 0.21 0.11 0.03
CMP 0.08 0.04 0.01
CMU — — —
Total 0.8020.44
10.89 0.2820.15
10.31 0.1020.05
10.11
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Tevatron@30# indicate agreement of CDF data with next-to-
leading order QCD predictions. In order to obtain agreement
of the leading order simulation with next-to-leading order
cross section predictions, a next-to-leading orderK factor is
applied to the leading order cross section computed by
PYTHIA. In the previous measurements thisK factor was
found to beKNLO51.960.2. Using thisK factor and the
leading-order cross section computed byPYTHIA (sLO
57 nb), the mean contribution to photon-lepton candidates
in CDF data for this process is given by Eq.~10! in Sec.
IV A.
Table XIV shows, for the various signal regions of this
analysis, the number of simulated events which are photon-
lepton candidates,NMC , out of 117 million events~equiva-
lent to 8.4 fb21! generated; and the mean contribution ex-
pected in 86.3 pb21 of CDF data,Nlg . The contributions
expected are small compared to those discussed in Secs.
IV A–IV D. All simulated candidates are found to be two-
body photon-lepton events, as would be expected for a pro-
cess with a two-body final state. Contributions to multi-body
photon-lepton events are bounded from above by 0.01 at the
68% confidence level, and are henceforth assumed to be neg-
ligible.
V. ANALYSIS OF PHOTON-LEPTON CANDIDATES
The objectives of this analysis are the comparison of the
observed event totals, in the various photon-lepton samples
described in Sec. III E, with the totals predicted by the stan-
dard model, and the similar comparison of the distributions
of kinematic properties in those samples. New physics in
small samples of events would most likely manifest itself as
an excess of observed events over expected events. In the
absence of a specific alternative model, the significance of an
observed excess is computed from the likelihood of obtain-
ing the observed number of events, assuming that the null
hypothesis~i.e., the standard model! is correct. This ‘‘obser-
vation likelihood,’’ denoted here byP(N>N0umSM), is de-
fined as that fraction of the Poisson distribution of expected
events~with a meanmSM predicted by the standard model!
which yields outcomesN greater than or equal to that ob-
served in CDF data,N0. A small observation likelihood in-
dicates that the SM prediction for this sample may be not
well-understood, or that the sample may be better explained
by physics beyond the standard model.
For each photon-lepton sample, the mean event total pre-
dicted by the standard model,mSM , is the sum of each of the
sources discussed in Sec. IV. The uncertainty inmSM is the
standard deviation of a large ensemble of calculations. For
each calculation in the ensemble, each quantity used to com-
pute photon-lepton event sources~simulation systematics, in-
tegrated luminosity, photon and lepton misidentification
rates, etc.! varies randomly as a Gaussian distribution, where
the center of the distribution is the mean value of the quan-
tity and the width is the uncertainty of the quantity. This
ensemble of calculations accounts for correlated uncertain-
ties between the various contributing sources, such as the
uncertainty in the integrated luminosity used to normalize
the various simulated event totals. The observation likeli-
hood P(N>N0umSM) is again computed from a large en-
semble of calculations. For each calculation in the ensemble,
each quantity used to compute photon-lepton event sources
again varies randomly as a Gaussian distribution, and the
resulting mean event total is used to randomly generate a
Poisson distributed outcomeN. The fraction of calculations
in the ensemble with outcomesN>N0 gives P(N
>N0umSM).
The total standard model predictions for the distributions
of kinematic properties are the sums of the distributions of
the corresponding properties of each of the sources discussed
in Sec. IV. For the contribution from jets misidentified as
photons, the appropriately weighted distributions of jet prop-
erties in lepton-jet events are used in the predicted distribu-
tions of photon properties. Similarly, for the contribution
from electrons misidentified as photons the distributions of
electron properties in electron-electron events are used to
predict distributions of photon properties, and for the contri-
bution from hadrons misidentified as muons the distributions
of track properties in photon-track events are used to predict
distributions of muon properties.
A. Two-body and inclusive multi-body photon-lepton events
The predicted and observed totals for two-body photon-
lepton events are compared in Table XV. The mean predicted
contributions from each of the sources discussed in Sec. IV
are also listed. Half of the predicted total originates from
Z0g production where one of the charged leptons has evaded
FIG. 12. The leading-order Feynman diagram forg1b,c pro-
duction.
TABLE XIV. The contribution to photon-lepton candidates,
Nlg , of heavy-flavored hadrons decaying to leptons, for the various
categories analyzed. Included is the number of candidate events
NMC produced by the simulation for each category.
NMC ~8.4 fb
21) Nlg
Two-body Events
egX 10 0.0760.02
mgX 3 0.0360.01
Multi-body Events
egX 0 ,0.01
mgX 0 ,0.01
egE” TX 0 ,0.01
mgE” TX 0 ,0.01
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identification; the other half originates from roughly equal
contributions ofWg production, misidentified jets, misiden-
tified electrons, and misidentified charged hadrons. The ob-
served photon-electron total is somewhat higher than pre-
dicted, with an observation likelihood of 4.3%; the observed
photon-muon total is in excellent agreement with the pre-
dicted total, however, so that the observation likelihood of
the two-body photon-lepton event total increases to 9.3%.
The predicted and observed distributions of the kinematic
properties of two-body photon-lepton events are compared in
Figs. 13 and 14. Superimposed upon the distributions of the
total contribution predicted by the standard model are the
distributions of the contribution from standard model dibo-
son production.
Figure 13 shows the distributions of photonET , lepton
ET , and E” T for the events. The observed distributions of
photon and leptonET exhibit the range of values expected
from the standard model. The number of two-body photon-
lepton events observed withE” T,25 GeV is in good agree-
ment with the predicted total. There are 5 events observed
with E” T.25 GeV, whereas 2.3 events are expected, a result
which is potentially related to that observed in multi-body
lgE” T events described below.
The distribution of the totalET of all objects in the event,
HT , is also included in Fig. 13. It is defined as the sum of the
magnitudes ofE” T and the transverse energies of all electrons,
muons, photons, and jets in the event:
HT[E” T1(
e
ET
e1(
m
cpT
m1(
g
ET
g1(
j
ET
j ~cor!. ~24!
The jets included in this sum are required to haveET
j (raw)
.8 GeV anduh j u,2.4, just as in Eq.~4!. LargeHT is cor-
related with the production of massive particles, virtual or
real. The observed data exhibit the range ofHT values ex-
pected.
The predicted and observed totals for inclusive multi-
body photon-lepton events are compared in Table XVI. The
magnitude of the predicted total is similar to that of two-
body photon-lepton events. About half of the predicted total
originates fromZ0g production, a quarter fromWg produc-
tion, and the remaining quarter from particles misidentified
as photons or leptons. In this sample the observed photon-
FIG. 13. The distributions for~a! leptonET , ~b! photonET , ~c!
E” T , and ~d! HT in two-body photon-lepton events. The points are
CDF data, the hatched histogram is the total predicted mean back-
ground, and the cross-hatched histogram is the predicted mean di-
boson background.
FIG. 14. The distributions for~a! Mlg in two-body photon-
lepton events,~b! Mlg in inclusive multi-body photon-lepton
events,~c! Dw lg in two-body photon-lepton events, and~d! Dw lg in
inclusive multi-body photon-lepton events. The points are CDF
data, the hatched histogram is the total predicted mean background,
and the cross-hatched histogram is the predicted mean diboson
background. In the cases where there is more than one lepton or
photon, only one entry, that for the leading lepton and/or photon, is
made.
TABLE XV. The mean numbermSM of two-body photon-lepton
events predicted by the standard model, the numberN0 observed in
CDF data, and the observation likelihoodP(N>N0umSM). There
exist correlated uncertainties between the different photon-lepton
sources.
Process egX mgX lgX
W1g 1.260.2 1.560.2 2.760.3
Z1g 5.460.6 7.160.8 12.561.2
l 1 jet, jet→g 1.960.3 1.560.3 3.360.7
Z→ee,e→g 4.161.1 — 4.161.1
Hadron1g — 1.460.7 1.460.7
p/K Decay1g — 0.860.9 0.860.9
b/c Decay1g 0.0760.02 0.0360.01 0.1060.03
PredictedmSM 12.661.4 12.361.8 24.962.4
ObservedN0 20 13 33
P(N>N0umSM) 0.043 0.46 0.093
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muon total is higher than predicted, with an observation like-
lihood of 3.7%; all of the difference can be attributed to
events with largeE” T , as discussed below. The observed
photon-electron total is in excellent agreement with the pre-
dicted total, and the observation likelihood of the inclusive
multi-body photon-lepton total increases to 10%.
The predicted and observed distributions of the kinematic
properties of inclusive multi-body photon-lepton events are
compared in Figs. 14 and 15. The difference between the
observed and predicted totals can be entirely attributed to
events withE” T.25 GeV; the observed events with lower
E” T agree with predictions. There is also a larger proportion
of observed events than expected with smaller photon-lepton
azimuthal separation,Dw lg , for which the contributions
from misidentified photons or leptons are largely absent.
B. Multi-body l gE” T events
The predicted and observed totals for multi-bodylgE” T
events are compared in Table XVII. For photon-electron
events, requiringE” T.25 GeV suppresses the contribution
from Z0g production and from electrons misidentified as
photons, which have no intrinsicE” T , while preserving the
contribution fromWg production. As a result, 57% of the
predictedegE” T total arises fromWg production, 31% from
jets misidentified as photons, only 3% fromZ0g production,
and the remaining 9% from other particles misidentified as
photons. The observedegE” T total agrees with the predicted
total, with a 25% probability that the predicted mean total of
3.4 events yields 5 observed events. Included in the 5 events
observed is the eggE” T event@3#.
For photon-muon events, requiringE” T.25 GeV does not
completely eliminate the contribution fromZ0g, for if the
second muon hasuhu.1.2 andpT.25 GeV/c it evades all
forms of muon detection and induces the necessary amount
of E” T . The rate at which this occurs is estimated well byZ
0g
event simulation, however, since it is solely a function of the
CDF detector acceptance for such a second muon. Of the 4.6
multi-body photon-muon events predicted to originate from
Z0g production, 2.2 events are predicted to contain a second
visible muon, 1.0 are predicted to induce more than 25 GeV
of E” T as above, and 1.4 are predicted to induce less than 25
GeV of E” T . As shown in Table XVIII, 1 event is observed
with a second visible muon, in agreement withZ0g predic-
tions. The predicted total for multi-bodymgE” T events con-
sists of 47%Wg production, 24% events with jets misiden-
tified as photons, 23%Z0g production, and the remaining
7% from other particles misidentified as muons.
The observedmgE” T total is much higher than predicted
~11 observed vs 4 expected!, with an observation likelihood
of only 0.54%; the observation likelihood of thelgE” T total is
only slightly higher at 0.72%.
The predicted and observed distributions of the kinematic
properties of multi-bodylgE” T events are compared in Figs.
16–18. The photonET , leptonET , E” T , andHT observed are
within the range expected from the standard model. The ob-
served photonET spectrum has more events near the 25 GeV
threshold than expected. However, nearly all photon candi-
dates are one standard deviation or more above threshold in
terms of the 3% CEM energy resolution@14#. The masses of
combinations of objects in observedlgE” T events are charac-
terized by photon-lepton mass less than 100 GeV/c2,
lepton-E” T transverse mass greater than 50 GeV/c
2, photon-
E” T transverse mass between 80 and 100 GeV/c
2, and lgE” T
transverse mass between 90 and 120 GeV/c2. The observed
angular distributions favor smaller azimuthal photon-lepton
separation and larger lepton-E” T and photon-E” T azimuthal
separations than expected from the standard model. The dif-
ference in observed and predicted totals is therefore difficult
to attribute to misidentified photons or leptons, which as
shown in Fig. 18 tend to have the larger photon-lepton azi-
FIG. 15. The distributions for~a! leptonET , ~b! photonET , ~c!
E” T , and~d! HT in inclusive multi-body photon-lepton events. The
points are CDF data, the hatched histogram is the total predicted
mean background, and the cross-hatched histogram is the predicted
mean diboson background. In the cases where there is more than
one lepton or photon, only one entry, that for the leading lepton
and/or photon, is made.
TABLE XVI. The mean numbermSM of inclusive multi-body
photon lepton events predicted by the standard model, the number
N0 observed in CDF data, and the observation likelihoodP(N
>N0umSM). There exist correlated uncertainties between the differ-
ent photon-lepton sources.
Process egX mgX lgX
W1g 2.460.3 2.560.3 5.060.6
Z1g 5.060.5 4.6 0.5 9.6 0.9
l 1 jet, jet→g 1.760.3 1.560.3 3.260.6
Z→ee,e→g 1.760.5 — 1.760.5
Hadron1g — 0.560.3 0.560.3
p/K Decay1g — 0.360.3 0.360.3
b/c Decay1g ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01
PredictedmSM 10.961.0 9.361.0 20.261.7
ObservedN0 11 16 27
P(N>N0umSM) 0.52 0.037 0.10
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muthal separation that is characteristic of a two-body final
state.
C. Events with additional leptons or photons
The predicted and observed totals for multi-body multi-
lepton events are compared in Table XVIII. The dominant
contribution to the predicted total is expected to be fromZ0g
production. Approximately 6 events are expected; 5 events
are observed. The 5 events are all dilepton events; however
they include theeeggE” T event, which is the only event with
two photons. With the exception of this event, both the elec-
tron and muon channels are in good agreement with the stan-
dard model predictions. Noemg events were expected, and
none were observed.
The predicted and observed totals for multi-photon events
in this subsample are compared in Table XIX. Only a small
~0.01 event! contribution is expected fromZg production;
the single diphoton event observed is thee ggE” T event.
Judged solely as an event with one lepton withET
.25 GeV and two photons withET.25 GeV~i.e. on thea
priori basis of this search!, the observation likelihood of this
event is 1.5%. Judged as an event with an additional lepton
and largeE” T , the observation likelihood is much smaller, as
described in detail in a previous analysis@3#.
FIG. 16. The distributions for~a! leptonET , ~b! photonET , ~c!
E” T , and ~d! HT in multi-body lgE” T events. The points are CDF
data, the hatched histogram is the total predicted mean background,
and the cross-hatched histogram is the predicted mean diboson
background. In the cases where there is more than one lepton or
photon, only one entry, that for the leading lepton and/or photon, is
made.
FIG. 17. The distributions for~a! photon-lepton mass,~b!
lepton-E” T transverse mass,~c! photon-E” T transverse mass, and~ !
lgE” T transverse mass in multi-bodylgE” T events. The points are
CDF data, the hatched histogram is the total predicted mean back-
ground, and the cross-hatched histogram is the predicted mean di-
boson background. In the cases where there is more than one lepton
or photon, only one entry, that for the leading lepton and/or photon,
is made.
TABLE XVII. The mean numbermSM of multi-body lgE” T
events predicted by the standard model, the numberN0 observed in
CDF data, and the observation likelihoodP(N>N0umSM). There
exist correlated uncertainties between the different photon-lepton
sources.
Process egE” TX mgE” TX lgE” TX
W1g 1.960.3 2.060.3 3.960.5
Z1g 0.360.1 1.060.2 1.360.2
l 1 jet, jet→g 1.160.2 1.060.2 2.160.4
Z→ee,e→g 0.1060.04 — 0.1060.04
Hadron1g — 0.260.1 0.260.1
p/K Decay1g — 0.160.1 0.160.1
b/c Decay1g ,0.01 ,0.01 ,0.01
PredictedmSM 3.460.3 4.260.5 7.6 0.7
ObservedN0 5 11 16
P(N>N0umSM) 0.26 0.0054 0.0072
TABLE XVIII. The mean numbermSM of multi-body events
with additional leptons or photons predicted by the standard model,
the numberN0 observed in CDF data, and the observation likeli-
hoodP(N>N0umSM). There exist correlated uncertainties between
the different photon-lepton sources.
Process eegX mmgX llgX emgX
Z1g 3.360.4 2.260.3 5.560.6 0.0560.01
l 1 jet, jet→g 0.1960.04 0.1360.03 0.3260.07 —
PredictedmSM 3.560.4 2.360.3 5.860.6 0.0560.01
ObservedN0 4 1 5 0
P(N>N0umSM) 0.45 0.90 0.68 0.95
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VI. CONCLUSION
We have performed an inclusive study of events contain-
ing at least one photon and one lepton (e or m! in proton-
antiproton collisions, motivated by the possibility of uncov-
ering heretofore unobserved physical processes at the highest
collision energies. In particular, the unexplainedeggE” T
event, uncovered early on in the CDF analysis of the 1994–
1995 run of the Fermilab Tevatron, indicated that the
samples of previously unexamined particle combinations in-
volving leptons and photons could contain potentially re-
lated, and therefore possibly novel, processes. The definition
of the photon-lepton samples studied was chosena priori,
including the kinematic range of particles analyzed and the
particle identification techniques employed. Wherever pos-
sible, the methods of previously published studies of leptons
or photons at large transverse momentum were adopted. The
questions of interest were also defineda priori, namely
whether the event totals of the photon-lepton subsamples
enumerated in Fig. 3 agree with standard model predictions.
As a supplemental result, the distributions of the kinematic
properties of the various photon-lepton subsamples are pre-
sented in Sec. V.
The answers to those questions are summarized in Table
XX. A two-body photon-lepton sample, meant to encompass
physical processes with two energetic particles in the final
state, was observed to have a total~33 events! consistent
with that of standard model predictions~25 events!. Specifi-
cally, the observed total was greater than the predicted mean
total, but the observation likelihood within the standard
model of a total greater than or equal to that observed was
more than 9%. A multi-body photon-lepton sample, meant to
encompass physical processes with three or more energetic
particles in the final state, was also observed to have an
inclusive total ~27 events! consistent with standard model
predictions~20 events!. The observed total was again higher
than the predicted mean total, but the likelihood of a total
greater than or equal to that observed was 10%.
Several subsets of the multi-body photon-lepton sample
were studied for the presence of additional particles. A subset
of multi-body photon-lepton events with additional leptons
~5 eeg or mmg events and 0emg events! was observed to
have good agreement with standard model predictions~6
events and 0 events, respectively!. A subset of multi-body
photon-lepton events with additional photons was studied,
yielding only the unexplainedeeggE” T event, whereas the
predicted mean total of inclusivelgg events~requiring the
presence of neitherE” T nor a second lepton! is 0.01, an ob-
servation likelihood of 1%. This event and estimations of its
likelihood have been analyzed elsewhere@3#.
Finally, a subset of the multi-body photon-lepton sample,
consisting of those events withE” T.25 GeV, was observed
to have a total~16 events! that is substantially greater than
that predicted by the standard model (7.660.7 events!. The
likelihood of a total greater than or equal to that observed
was 0.7%. Moreover, the excess events in the observed in-
clusive multi-body photon-lepton sample can be completely
accounted for by the excess in the multi-bodylgE” T sample;
observed multi-body photon-lepton events withE” T
,25 GeV agree well with the standard model.
FIG. 18. The distributions for~a! Dw( lE” T), ~b! Dw(gE” T), ~c!
Dw lg , and ~d! DRlg in multi-body lgE” T events. The points are
CDF data, the hatched histogram is the total predicted mean back-
ground, and the cross-hatched histogram is the predicted mean di-
boson background. In the cases where there is more than one lepton
or photon, only one entry, that for the leading lepton and/or photon,
is made.
TABLE XIX. The mean numbermSM of multi-body events with
additional photons predicted by the standard model, the numberN0
observed in CDF data, and the observation likelihoodP(N
>N0umSM). Expected contributions from jets misidentified as pho-
tons are negligible.
Process egg mgg lgg
Z1g 0.01260.012 0.00460.004 0.016 0.016
l 1 jet, jet→g — — —
PredictedmSM 0.01260.012 0.00460.004 0.016 0.016
ObservedN0 1 0 1
P(N>N0umSM) 0.013 1.0 0.015
TABLE XX. The results for all photon-lepton categories ana-
lyzed, including the mean number of eventsmSM predicted by the
standard model, the numberN0 observed in CDF data, and the
observation likelihoodP(N>N0umSM).
Category mSM N0 P(N>N0umSM)%
All lgX — 77 —
Z-like eg — 17 —
Two-body lgX 24.962.4 33 9.3
Multi-body lgX 20.261.7 27 10.0
Multi-body l l gX 5.860.6 5 68.0
Multi-body lggX 0.0260.02 1 1.5
Multi-body lgE” TX 7.660.7 16 0.7
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That the standard model prediction yields the observed
total of a particular sample of events with 0.7% likelihood
~equivalent to 2.7 standard deviations for a Gaussian distri-
bution! is an interesting result, but it is not a compelling
observation of new physics. Multi-purpose particle physics
experiments analyze dozens of independent samples of
events, making a variety of comparisons with the standard
model for each sample. In the context of this analysis alone,
five mostly independent subsamples of photon-lepton events
were analyzed. This large number of independent compari-
sons with the standard model for the same collection of data
increases the chance that outcomes with;1% likelihood
occur. However, once a particular comparison has been iden-
tified as anomalous, the same comparison performed with
subsequent experiments is no longer subject to the dilution of
its significance by the number of other independent compari-
sons performed concurrently. Hence an observation of in-
creased significance in the forthcoming run of the Fermilab
Tevatron would confirm decisively the failure of the standard
model to describelgE” T production; an observation of no
significant excess would confirm the present result as a sta-
tistical fluctuation.
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